CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

S E C R E T

TO: WASH
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH 7
INFO: DOP, COP, ADO/A, S/C 2

RE: REPLY TO AMPAH-5 REQUEST IN REF A ACCORDANCE DIRECTIVE SHFT FORTH

PARA 2 B REP B, WHICH WAS PRESENTED TO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE BY HENDER ON 23 JULY AS CURRENT POLICY.

(END OF MESSAGE)

WH Comment: Attached a memo request from AMPAH-5 for conversion of approximately 10,000 pesos for ops use by his group, which he said was agreed to by Exco Com.

Directives on conversion of pesos, which said in future no pesos for ops use by PHD to be converted since PHD has estimated that equivalent U.S. $200,000 per month needed for its ops in Cuba and since PHD activities outside Cuba will be financed by "Vendor Group" it logical that pesco pesos remain inside for use there.
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